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Abstract 

Non-returning PC grammar systems with n context free components are simulated in [3] by 
returning PC grammar systems with 4n2 - 3n + 1 components. In this paper we reduce the 
number of components of the simulating system by using a different simulating construction. 

The number of simulating components can be further decreased if the queries appearing in some 
of the components satisfy a simple condition, which all queries in regular and linear grammars 
naturally do. This number can be as low as 2n, while in general it is still (n + 1)2. @ 1998- 
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1. Introduction 

Parallel communicating grammar systems (PC grammar systems) have been intro- 

duced in [7] as grammatical representations for the classroom model of distributed 

problem solving, which is a modification of the blackboard architecture, consisting of 

several agents with their own notebooks and a classroom leader (the master) operat- 

ing on the blackboard, where the given problem is being solved. During this problem 

solving process, the agents may communicate with each other and the master, thus 

contributing to the overall solution. 

A parallel communicating grammar system consists of several grammars working 

on their own sentential forms in parallel. Communication is done with the help of 

special symbols, called query symbols. If a query symbol Qi appears in the sentential 

form of a component Gj, then this occurrence of Qi must be replaced by the current 

sentential form of the component Gi. The language generated by the system consists 

of the terminal words appearing as sentential forms of the first component, the master. 
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Parallel communicating grammar systems have been studied in detail over the past 

few years. Results can be found about their generative power in [6,9], their size 

parameters in [4,8], their computational complexity in [l]. A summary of results can 

be found in the monograph [2]. 

There are basically two modes of communication in PC grammar systems. In the 

so called returning mode, the components which have sent their sentential forms to 

other components begin to generate a new string (return to their axioms), while in 

the non-returning mode, they keep a copy of their string for themselves and continue 

working on it after the communication. 

A PC grammar system is called centralized, if only the master grammar is allowed 

to introduce query symbols. 

The relationship between the class of languages generated by returning and non- 

returning PC grammar systems have long been an important open problem in the 

field of PC grammars. In [5] Mihalache showed that non-returning centralized PC 

grammar systems can be simulated by returning but non-centralized system and finally 

in [3] Dumitrescu presented a simulation also for the general non-centralized case. This 

simulation uses 4n2 - 3n + 1 components, where it is the size of the simulated system, 

and one rewriting step of the simulated system corresponds to about 2n simulating 

rewriting steps. 

In the following, we present a simulation of non-returning context-free PC grammar 

systems with returning systems using a method different from [3]. Our construction 

requires (n + 1)2 simulating components in general, but this can be reduced to 2n in 

the best case, if the components of the simulated system satisfy certain properties which 

for example regular and linear grammars naturally do. Furthermore, one rewriting step 

of the simulated system corresponds to only 2 simulating rewriting steps. 

2. Preliminaries and definitions 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory; 

further details can be found in [lo]. 

Now we recall the notion of parallel communicating grammar systems from [7], for 

more material see the monograph [2]. 

Definition 2.1. A parallel communicating grammar system with n components, where 

n> 1 (a PC grammar system, for short), is an n + 3-tuple r = (N,K, T, GI,. . . , G,), 
where N is a non-terminal alphabet, T is a terminal alphabet and K = {Ql, Q2,. . . , Qn} 
is an alphabet of query symbols. N, T, and K are pairwise disjoint sets, Gi = (N UK, T, 
P;:, Si), 1 didn, called a component of r, is a usual Chomsky grammar with non- 

terminal alphabet N U K, terminal alphabet T, a set of rewriting rules pi and an axiom 

or (a start symbol) Si. Gi is said to be the master (grammar) of r. 

Definition 2.2. Let r=(N,K, T,Gl,. . ., G,,), n > 1, be a PC grammar system as above. 
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An n-tuple (xi,. . . , x,), where XiE(NUTUK)*, 1 <i <n, is called a conjigurafion 
ofr.(S I,..., S,,) is said to be the initial configuration. 

PC grammar systems change their configurations by performing direct derivation 

steps. 

Definition 2.3. Let r = (N,K, T, G,,.. . , G,), n > 1, be a PC grammar system and let 

(XI ,...,x,) and (YI,..., yn) be two configurations of r. We say that (xl,. . . ,x,) directly 
derives (~1,. . . , y,,), denoted by (xi,. . . ,xn) + (~1,. . . , y,), if one of the next two cases 

holds: 

1. There is no Xi which contains any query symbol, that is, xi E (N U T)* for 1 < i <n. 
In this case xi +o, yi. (For xi E T* we have xi = yi.) 

2. There is some Xi, 1 <i 6 n, which contains at least one occurrence of query sym- 

bols. Let xi be of the form xi = ~1 Qi, zzQi*,. . . , ZtQi,Zt+l, wherezjE(NUT)*,ldjdt+l 

and Qi, E K, 1 < 1 <t. In this case yi =zixi,z2xiz . . .zlxi,zt+l [and yi, = Si,, 1 < 1 <t], 

where Xi,, 1 < 1 < t, does not contain any query symbol. If some xi, contains at least 

one occurrence of query symbols, then yi =xi. For all i, 1 <i <n, for which yi is not 

specified above, yi = xi. 

The first case is the description of a rewriting step: If no query symbols are present 

in any of the sentential forms, then each component grammar uses one of its rewriting 

rules except those which have already produced a terminal string. The derivation is 

blocked if a sentential form is not a terminal string, but no rule can be applied to it. 

The second case describes a communication: if some query symbol, say Qi, appears 

in a sentential form, then rewriting stops and a communication step must be performed. 

This means that Qi must be replaced by the current sentential form of component Gi, 

say xi, supposing that xi does not contain any query symbol. (Only strings without 

query symbols can be communicated.) If this sentential form also contains some query 

symbols, then first these symbols must be replaced with the requested sentential forms. 

If this condition cannot be fulfilled (a circular query appeared), then the derivation is 

blocked. For example, the configuration (XI,. . , xi, Qjxiz,. . . ,xjl Qixj,, . . . ,x,) blocks the 

derivation by introducing a circular query. Let jrew and a,,,,, denote a rewriting and 

a communication step respectively. 

If the sentential form of a component was communicated to another, this component 

can continue its own work in two ways: in so-called returning systems, the component 

must return to its axiom and begin to generate a new string (as indicated by the words 

in square brackets under case 2). In non-returning systems the components do not 

return to their axiom, but continue to process the current string. 

A system is centralized if only the component Gi is allowed to introduce query 

symbols, otherwise it is non-centralized. 
The phrase communication step is used to denote the process of satisfying the 

query symbols, which can be satisfied in “parallel”. For example the communica- 

tion prescribed by (Q2,Q3,z,Q3) takes two communication steps to realise: first we 
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get (Qz, tl,Sa, a), and then (a,&,&, a). The two consecutive steps together will be 

referred to as a communication sequence. 

Let J+ and J* denote the transitive, and the reflexive, transitive closure of +. 

Definition 2.4. The language generated by a PC grammar system r is 

L(r)={wET*I(S ,,..., sJJ*(w,cL* )..., cm)}. 

Thus, the generated language consists of the terminal strings appearing as sentential 

forms of the master grammar, Gt. 

Let PC,X and NPC,,X denote the classes of returning and non-returning PC grammar 

systems with at most n components of type X, respectively, where X E {RL, LIN, CF} 

and n 2 1. The classes of languages generated by such systems are denoted by _!Z(PC,X) 
and S?(NPC,X), respectively. 

Now before we proceed, let us take a closer look at the difference between the 

returning and non-returning mode of communication. 

3. The two modes of communication 

After a communication is performed, not only the components which send their 

current strings, but also those components which receive these strings may finish the 

communication with different sentential forms in the returning or non-returning modes. 

This is due to the fact, that all query symbols occurring in one string must be rewritten 

in the same communication step. This requirement makes it possible, that a query 

symbol Qj is replaced by some string CI in the non-returning mode while in the returning 

mode it is replaced by Si, since CI may no longer be available when the replacement 

of Qi becomes possible. 

For example the query (Q2Qs,Qs,a) is satisfied in the non-returning mode with the 

following two steps: 

(QzQ3,Q3,a)~,,(Q2Q3,a,a)~,,, (aa,a, a), while in the returning mode it is sat- 

isfied with 

(Q2Q3, Q3, a) =scom (Q2Q3, a,&) jcom (a&,&,&), producing a different sentential 

form in the first component. 

There are special cases, when the mode of communication does not make any differ- 

ence in the resulting sentential forms of those components which only receive strings 

during a communication (Components like Gt in the example above.) One of them is 

the following: 

If occurences of only one query symbol can be present in one sentential form at the 

same time, then all the occurrences of a certain query symbol appearing in any senten- 

tial form are replaced in the same communication step. It does not matter whether the 

component which sends its string returns to the axiom or not, since after the sentential 

form has been sent, there are no other communication symbols present requesting this 
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same string. In other words, all components send their sentential forms at most once 

during a communication sequence. 

In the following we will simplify the simulation of non-returning PC grammar 

systems according to this observation. In our construction the number of simulating 

component grammars is based upon not only the size of the simulated system, but also 

the “complexity” of the communications the components are capable of. 

In general we will need (n + 1)2 simulating components, but it can be less if the 

simulated system has at least one component, which is communicating only in the 

above described homogeneous way. First we present the formal definition of this ho- 

mogeneousity. 

Definition 3.1. Consider a PC grammar system (N, K, T, G1, . . . , G,) with n components 

Gr , . , G,, non-terminal and terminal alphabets N and T, query symbols K = {Ql, . . , 
Qn>. 

By the word query we refer to a sentential form containing at least one query 

symbol. A query is satisfied through communication replacing the query symbols with 

the requested sentential forms. This may be done in one or more communication steps. 
Let us call a query homogeneous, if all query symbols contained in the sentential 

form request the same string, which means that it is of the form al Qi~zQi.. . a,_tQiuf, 

where 1 <idn and 2<t. 

Otherwise a query is non-homogeneous, then it is of the form ccl Qi, M2Qi, . . . c(,_t 

Qi,_, ~1~ where for all 1 <j< t, 1 <ii <n, 3 <t and at least two query symbols are 

different, there exists 1 <j, k <t for which Qi, # Qik. 

A component with non-homogeneous queries is a component grammar G,, 1 did n, 
which is capable of introducing non-homogeneous queries, it has at least one rule of 

the form X -+ aQ;/?Qjs, where i # j. 

4. The simulation 

Now we present the basic idea of our simulating construction in the following two 

lemmas. We show how a non-returning communication sequence on n components can 

be simulated by a returning communication sequence with n(n + 2) components. 

Lemma 4.1. Consider the PC grammar system r = (N, K, T, GI, . . . , G,) and the non- 

returning communication sequence in r: 

(~l,...Pn)Jcfom (PI ,..., /$), where Ei,/?iE(NUTUK)*, l<i<n. 

Let r’=(N’,K,T,Gi ,..., Gi,GA+ ,,..., G6,Gf ,,,..., G’,,, ,..., Gh ,,,..., GL,,) andlet 

(Qn+,,...,Q2n,~~,...,~1~,Q,+l,...,Q2n,...,Q,+,,...,Qzn>~,’,, 

(Y ,,..., yn,Sn+l,..., S2n,6,,1,... ,~l,n,...,Sn,l,...,~n,n) 
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be a returning communication sequence in r’, where IX; = Cli if Cli E (N U T)*, or 

ai = ai, 1 Qi,il ui.zQi,jz . . . ai,tQi,j,ui,t+l ifCG=ui,1Qj,CG,2Qj2 . ..@i.tQj,~,t+l, ‘%,k E (NUT)*, 

l<k<t+l, l<jt<n, l<Z<t. Then yi=fli, l<i<n. 

Proof. If lailK=O then /?i=ai. In this case ai=ai, Yi=ai, SO yi=fli. If ai= 

ui,lQj,ui,2Q/z . ..Ei.tQj,ai,t+l, &,k E(NUT)*, l<k<t+l then /3i=ai,1fij,Ei,2/Ij2... 

Cli,ffij,,Cli,t+i. In this case a[ = ai,iQi,jlai,2Qi,j2 . . . ai,tQi,i,mi,f+i. All queries of ai are redi- 

rected in a[ to the ith n-tuple of assistant grammars Gi, l,. . . , Gi+. When the sentential 

form of a component Gl+i is available for communication which means it contains no 

query symbols, it is sent to Gi and n copies of it appear as sentential forms of all 

Gj,+ 1 <j dn. These copies are available for further requests by Gi,, , . . . , Gi,. From 

these considerations it follows that yi = ai, 1 flj, air2flj2 . . . Cli,tflj,ai,t+l = pi. q 

Now we show how to decrease the number of components in the simulating returning 

communication sequence. 

Lemma 4.2. Consider the PC grammar system T = (N, K, T, G,, . . . , G,,) and the non- 

returning communication sequence in l? 

(al,..., &I) =Gm (81 ,..., Pn), where gi,/IiE(NUTUK)*, l<i<n, 

and let il,iz,..., ik, k <n denote the indices of those sentential forms which introduce 
non-homogeneous queries. 

Let r’=(N[,K,T,Gi ,..., GJ,GL,, ,..,, GG,,G(,,, ,..., Gb,n ,..., Gi,,l ,..., G;k,,) andlet 

<Qn+l,..., Q2n,~~,...,~1~,Q,+l,...,Q2n,...,Qn+l,...,Q2n>~~~, 

(Yl, . . ..Yn.S,+l,...,S2n,~i,,l,...,~i,,n,...,~i~,l,...,~ik,n) 

be a returning communication sequence in r’, where MI = Cli if ai E (N U T)*, or xi = ai, 1 
Qn+jai,2Qn+j . ..ai.tQn+jui,f+l if ai=Cli,lQjai,2Qj...~i,tQ/cri,t+l(i4 {il,h,...,ik}) and 

a; =ai,,lQi,,/,~i,,zQi,,l, ... ai,,tQi,,r,ui,,t+l ifai, =~~,,IQI,cG,,zQ/~ . ..ai.,tQ/,~,,t+l, ai,,m E 
(Nu T)*, l<m<t + 1, ldlrdn, ldrdt for ah ijE{il,i2,...,&}, j<k. Then 
yi=fli, 1 <i<n. 

Proof. If i $ {il, i2,. , . , ik} then there are two possible cases: Either Cli does not contain 

aqueryatallorai=ai,lQi”i,zQj...~i,fQjc(i,t+l,ai,mE(NUT)*, ldmdt+l,thequery 

of C(i is homogeneous. 

The statement now follows from Lemma 4.1 and from the fact that in a homogeneous 

query all query symbols occurring in one sentential form are replaced in one same 

step. 0 

Now we show how to construct a returning system which simulates non-returning 

communications in the way described above. 

According to the following theorem, non-returning PC grammar systems with 

n context-free components can be simulated by returning systems with (n + 1)2 
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components but this number can be reduced if at least one of the simulated components 

is not capable of in~oducin~ non-homogeneous queries. If none of them introduces 

non-homogeneous queries, then 2a simulating components are enough. 

Theorem 4.3. If’ L E _Y(NPC,CF) and r E NPC, CF generating L, then L = L(T’), 
where S E PC ,,(~+z)+I CF and k<n is the number of components with non-homo- 
geneou~ queries in r. 

Proof. We construct a returning context-free PC grammar system r’ which simulates 

the behaviour of r. The idea of the simulation is the following. r’ contains the compo- 

nents: G{ . . . GA and Gi,, . . . Gi,. The rules X -+ CI of each Gi, 1 < i < n, of r are broken 

into two parts X-+[X] and [X] -+ x. The first part is contained by the components 

Gi,. . . , G:,, the second is by GA+,,. . . , G&. 

During the simulation each of Gi, . . . , Gi select a rule to be used, by applying its 

first part, while the components CL+, , . , . , Gi, introduce query symbols, so they can re- 

ceive these “partly” rewritten strings after a communication step. Now the application 

of the chosen rules is finished in G’ n+l,. . . , Gi,z by applying their second part, while 

G{, . . . , GL get ready to receive the strings again by introducing the approp~ate query 

symbols. 

If the second parts of the applied rules do not introduce queries in Gi_+,, . . . , Gi,, 

then the strings are communicated to Cl,. . . , GA and the process can continue in the 

same manner by chasing a next rule. If this is not the case and the sentential forms of 

G’ n cI ?. . . , G;, also contain queries which must be satisfied, then the rest of the compo- 

nents (the assistant grammars) aid the simulation of the non-returning communication 

sequence by introducing further queries based on the idea introduced in Lemmas 4.1 

and 4.2. 

The last component G: is used to force a restart of the assistant grammars by 

querying them after the simulation of the non-re~ing communication sequence is 

finished. 

Now let us see how the simulating PC grammar system is constructed. Let r = (N, K, 

T, GI,. . , G,) E NPC,CF with non-terminal alphabet N, set of query symbols K, ter- 

minal alphabet T and n context-free components Gr,, . . , G,. Let i],&,. . . , ik denote 

the indices of those components of r which have non-homogeneous queries, and 

let us assume that none of the rules of I’ contains start symbols of the compo- 

nents on the right side. This assumption does not mean any loss of generality, since 

r is non-returning, so we can add the rule S: --St to all components and make 

S: the new start symbol if necessary. Let the simulating system be the following: 

r’=(N’,K’,T,G{ ,..., GL,GL, _,,..., Gi,,G: ,,,,..., G;,,, ,,..., Gii.l5 . . . . G;b,,,Gi) where the 

set of non-te~inals and the set of rules are 

N’ = {X, [X] 1 X E N} U {S, 1 CL is a component of r’} 

u{S’,S”,S;~,~ 1 1 <j<k, 1 dlbn}, 
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for l<i<n, 

4’ = {Si + Qi_n} U {[Xl +aIX--taEq_,,.E(NUT)*} 

U{[XI~cclQi,j,a2...Qi,j,at+l IX+C(lQj,cIz...Qj,Mt+, l &n, 

al E (N u T)*, l<l<t+l, ji#j,forsome I,m} 

for n+ 1 <i<2n, 

Pi = (8, + S’, 5” + S”, S" + Qi,, 1 Qi, ,2 . . . Q,,nS'}. 

Now we show how a rewriting step and the following communication sequence of r 

is simulated by P. 

For any string a, let [a] denote the same string with one of its non-terminals in 

square brackets, that is [a] = ~1 [X]a2 if c( = C($CIZ, ~1, cx2 E (N U T)*, X EN. If c1 does 

not contain any non-terminals, then [CX] = CI. 

Let us look at the simulation of the initial step first. 

1.1. If r cannot take a single rewriting step because some component does not have 

any rules with the start symbol on the left side, then the corresponding components of 

r’ only have rules of the form Si -+ Qn+i, 1 di dn with the start symbol on the left. 

These rules produce a circular query after the first rewriting step is performed, because 

the components GL+,, . . . , G$,, all use their rules Sri+++ -+ Qi, 1 di bn. Since the simu- 

lating derivation must be blocked by a circular query without generating any terminal 

strings, the work of r is simulated correctly. 

1.2. If the initial step (St ,.. . ,S,) jrew (~1,. . . ,c(,) is possible in r, then in P we 

have the following: 

(sl,...,s,,s,+l,...,S2n,Si,,l,...,Sik,n,Sa)Jrew 

(6 l,...,~n,Ql,...,Q,,Si,,l,...,~it,n,S’) 

where 6i is either [Si] or Qi+, and ai,,/ is either Si.,, or Ql+” 1 <i, I <n, 1 < j<k. 
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If 6i is Qi_tn then the system is blocked by a circular query and if hi,.1 is QI+~ then 

no more rewriting is possible, the system is blocked again. Therefore we must have 

([s~l,...,[s,l,Q~,..., Q,,s:,,,,...,s~~,,,s’>~,.,,~ 

(Sl ,..., L%,[sll,...> L%l,$ ,,,,..., ~~k,n,n=b~‘b, 

(61,...,fi,,a~,...,cc~,Qn+,,...,Q2n,...,Q,+,,...,Q2n,S”), 

where 6,, 1 <i <n is the same as above, M: and xi, 1 <i <n, differ only in the indices 

of the query symbols they contain. (If ai is a homogeneous query containing Qj then 

MI contains Qj+,, if cli is a non-homogeneous query containing Qj then & contains 

Qi,i.) If ai is not a query then gi = CYi. 

If 6i is [Si] then no more rewriting is possible, the system is blocked. 

If no communication follows the first rewriting step in r, then the U: sentential forms 

are sent to Gi, . . , GA and the simulation of the next rewriting step starts. 

If the U; sentential forms introduce queries and (MI,. . , a,) +c+Om (PI,. . . , /$) holds 

in r, then by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we know that the configuration of P above sim- 

ulates the non-returning communication sequence of r with returning communications 

producing 

(Pl,...,Pn,S s 6. 6. n+l,..., 2n, 1,.1,...3 ,l,?7,.“, 6. q+.l~...96ik,n,S”) 

through a series of communication steps. The 6i,,/ “garbage” will be removed after the 

next rewriting step by GL. 

2. Now let us see, how further rewriting steps and communications are simulated. 

Let us assume that (~1,. . . , cc,) jr,, (/II,. . . , Jn) holds in r. Now r’ starts from a con- 

figuration 

where 6,~ E (N U T)+. After a rewriting step we get 

([a~],. . .) [~l,Ql,. . .J Qn, [6,,,11,.. .y [Si,,nl,..., [Srk,~l~...~ [6ik,nl,bQi,,l . ..Qik.rS’k 

Now a communication follows and then 

(6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

where 6i, 1 d i <n is either [Si] or Qi+,, /?i and pi, 1 d i dn, differ only in the indices 

of the query symbols they contain and 6i,,l is either Qlfn or S,![. If 6i is [Si] then the 

system is blocked. 

If the /?I sentential forms do not introduce queries, then they are communicated to 

G;,..., Gi and the simulation of the next rewriting step can begin, while the assistant 

components send their sentential forms to GL. 
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If uL*.,Bn)~~,h . . . ,m) holds in r then it is simulated as we know from 

Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, if all &,,I is Ql+n. Then we have 

(Qn+l,...,Q2nrP:,...,P~,Qn+l,...,Q2n,...,Q,+l,...,Q2n,6’S”) 

and then 

(YIP . . ..Yn.Sn+l,...,S2n,6i,,1,...,6i,,,,...,~ik,l,...,6i,,,,6’S”). 

Now the simulation of the next rewriting step can start. 

If any of the 6,, l sentential forms is Si,! and Si,l becomes part of a sentential form 

yj, 1 <j <n, during the communication sequence, then this &,J non-terminal is never 

going to be rewritten, so it is impossible to derive words not in L(T) this way. 

This completes our proof. 0 

Example. Let us look at the example used in Section 3 again: 

Let r=({Sr,S2,S3},{Ql,Q2,Q3,},{a},Gr,G2,G3) be a non-returning PC grammar 

system with 

PI = {Sl --+ QzQ3), 

P2 = (32 + Q3}, 

P3 = (S3 + u}. 

The only possible derivation in r is 

(~1,~2,~3)~,,,(Q2Q3,Q3,~)~com(Q2Q3,~,~)~com(~~,~,~). 

If we construct r’ as described above, it simulates this derivation through the following 

steps: 

(~1,~2,~3,[~11,[~21,[~31,~~,~,~~,2,~i,3,~’)~rew 

(Q4, Q5, Q6, Qr,2Qr,3, Q6,% Q4, Q5, Q6,S”) *cum 

(Q~,Q~,u,QI,~Q~,~,u,~~,Q~,Q~,u,S”)~~,, 

(Q4,~,~,Q1,2Q1,3,~5,~6,Q4,~,~,~“)~,,, 

(Q4, a, a, aa, s5, s6, Q4, a, a, s”) *corn 

(~~,~,~,~4,~5,~6,~~,~1,2,~1,3,~“). 

When the simulating communication sequence is complete, Gi,. . . , Gj contains the 

expected result, Gi, . . . , GA contain their start symbols S4,. . . ,S6, and the sentential 

forms of the assistant grammars will be removed by GL after the next rewriting step. 
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5. Conclusions 

Regular and linear PC grammar systems never introduce non-homogeneous queries 

since their sentential forms contain only one non-terminal, therefore our construction 

works in these cases without any assistant grammars which makes the number of 

simulating components only 2n. 

The same holds in the context-free case if the system is centralized, even if its queries 

are non-homogeneous. This is easy to see, if we consider that communications in 

a centralized system can only consist of one communication step, since every requested 

sentential form is always available (only the master grammar can introduce queries), 

there is no need to save the intermediate results of communications. 

In these cases the size of the simulating system produced by our method is therefore 

linear, while in the general context-free case it remains quadratic compared to the size 

of the simulated system. 
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